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APA title page: Center the title, 
your name, course information, 
and date unless your instructor 
gives you different formatting 
guidelines.  All information is 
double-spaced and centered 
vertically on the page. 

 

Title and page number 
appear on each page of 
the paper.  Use the 
“header” feature under 
“Insert” tab in Word 
2016. Click “Different 
First Page” option since 
remaining pages won’t 
use “running head.” 

 

ABSTRACT  
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Abstract 

The impact of globalization on fragile ecosystems is a complex problem.  In the Amazon River basin, 

globalization has led to massive deforestation as multinational corporations exploit the rainforest’s natural 

resources.  In particular, large scale industrial agriculture has caused significant damage to the local 

environment.  In an effort to resist the loss of this ecosystem, indigenous peoples in the Amazon basin 

are reaching out to each other, to nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), and to other interest groups to 

combat industrial agriculture and promote sustainable regional agriculture.  Although these efforts have 

had mixed success, it is hoped that the native peoples of this region can continue to live on their 

homelands without feeling intense pressure to acquiesce to industrialization or to relocate. 

        

 

 

 

Shortened title in ALL CAPS 
following the words Running 
head on the left; page number is 
at the right margin. 

 

If required by your 
instructor, an abstract 
should be on page two of 
your paper. It is usually 
one paragraph (not 
indented), contains your 
thesis, a summary of the 
research paper, and your 
key points. An abstract is 
double-spaced and is 150-
250 words. 
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Saving the Amazon: 

Globalization and Deforestation 

       For thousands of years, the indigenous peoples of the Amazon River basin have practiced forms of 

sustainable agriculture.  These peoples developed ways of farming and hunting that enabled them to 

provide food and trade goods for their communities with minimal impact on the environment.  These 

methods have endured despite colonization and industrialization.  Today, the greatest threat to 

indigenous peoples in the Amazon River basin is posed by the massive deforestation caused by . . .  

APA style uses one inch 
margins on all sides, 
normal paragraph 
indentations with a tab of 
5-7 spaces, and double-
spacing throughout. 
The full title is centered 
on the page. Notice that 
the introduction sets up 
the focus of the paper for 
readers. 

 

FIRST PAGE  
OF THE TEXT 

 
 

Sources:  American Psychological Association. (2010). Publication manual of the American Psychological Association (6th ed.). Washington, D.C.:  American 

Psychological Association. 

                 Maimon, E. P., Peritz, J. H., & Yancey, K.B. (2010). A writer’s resource: A handbook for writing and research (3rd ed.). Boston: McGraw-Hill. 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
General  
 

 

The page number is not 
needed unless a direct 
quote is used.  An ellipsis 
followed by a period (. . . .) 
indicates that information 
has been omitted.  
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Sustainable Lifeways, Endangered Lives 

        The previous thousands of years of human influence on the Amazon is slight, however, compared 

with the modern-day destruction of rain forests around the globe, and in the Amazon River basin in 

particular.  The sources of this destruction vary from country to country and year to year, with certain 

years affected more by climate change and other years seeing greater destruction form human initiatives, 

such as logging (Walker, Moran, & Anselin, 2000). 

        Cattle ranching has also led to the deforestation of the Amazon.  The Cattle population of the 

Amazon nations increased from 26 million in 1990 to 57 million in 2002 (Prugh, 2004). . . .  Ranching, 

Barrett (2001) observes, “doesn’t require nutrient-rich soil” and therefore “took the place vacated by other 

activities, along with the blame for soil erosion and loss of biodiversity” (p.1). 

 

After the first reference, 
use single author and et al. 
for works with 3-5 authors 
(Walker, et. al., 2000).   
For 6 or more authors, use 
et al. in all citations, 
including the first. 

 

TEXT, CITATIONS, 
AND HEADINGS 

Use boldface for headings 
and subpoints. Consult the 
APA publication manual for 
other heading and 
subpoints 
requirements. 

REFERENCES 

Note: The author and year is in the signal phrase, and the page number is required with a direct quote. 
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References are listed in 
alphabetical order and 
double-spaced.  List all the 
sources used. 
 
Italicize titles of books and 
journals. Capitalize all 
major words in the journal 
title. 
 
For other works (books, 
articles, web pages), 
capitalize only the first 
letter of the first word of a 
title or subtitle. 

Give the last name and 
initials for all authors 
unless the work has more 
than six authors.  In that 
case, use the first author’s 
name followed by the 
abbreviation et al. which 
means “and others.”  If the 
author is unknown, 
alphabetize the source by 
the first major word of the 
title.  Next, enclose the 
date in parentheses. 
  

 

 

Note:  For online sources from the open Web 
that may be updated or changed later, include 
a full URL and a retrieval date. 
 
 

 

For online journal articles, APA guidelines 
recommend using the DOI (Digital Object 
Identifier) if available instead of a URL.  No 
retrieval date is needed. 

 
(Excerpt from APA sample paper in A writer’s resource: A handbook for writing and research, p. 349-58.) 

 
For more information see the “APA Citation Style” handout and the “APA Formatting” handout. For 
more examples of how to place quotations in your papers, see the handout “Integrating Quotations 
in Essays and Research Papers.” 

 

 
 


